
make  
leisure  
exciting



Our purpose is to change the way 
the world enjoys water so we crea-
ted a whole new category to enhance 
the water experience: FloatingCom-
fort. Inspired by the challenge and 
passion to create the ultimate way to 
float, this unique line of premium floa-
ting water furniture is specially de-
signed to MAKE LEISURE EXCITING! 

drift  
into the
extra 
ordinay



Truly distinctive, Looft is all about a new 
style of water elegance, for locations 
and visitors demanding the highest 
standards and looking for the ultimate 
experience. With Looft you will upvalue 
your resort, yacht or beach, creating a 
unique place of excitement and private 
relaxation for your guests.

your
extra 

vagant
show 
place



Our flagship product the Lounger de-
monstrates the perfect combination of 
supreme materials, unsurpassed ergo-
nomic comfort and timeless functional 
design. We have set the benchmark in 
innovation and efficiency, characteris-
tics that have gone into each and every 
Looft product.

supreme
design and 
quality



A RELIABLE 
PARTNER

LOUNGING  
REINVENTED

We know you are highly selective when 
it comes to quality and extravagance. 
With the signature of Wibit Sports, the 
world’s leading floating water park brand 
and creator of Looft, you can rest assu-
red that unrivaled expertise, uncompro-
mised safety and quality and the best 

user experience are incorporated into 
every single, carefully developed Looft 
product. Our name is on it. Wibit has 
been supplying proof for more than 25 
years. Since day one, our passion has 
been driven by game-changing innova-
tion and excellence.

Our design DNA and team of engineers 
have set the benchmark in innovation 
and efficiency, characteristics that have 
gone into each and every Looft product. 
Creating the ultimate way to float Looft’s 
innovative strength and inspiration lies 
primarily in its willingness to step off the 

beaten path and dare to venture into 
the new. Unprecedented geometrical 
contours, emphasized by truly distincti-
ve contrasting colorful borders, visually 
frame the Looft products and give them 
an elegant aesthetic fit.



kontur
technology
Our flagship product the Lounger is what started it all. After looking for a smooth, curved, rounded form we discovered that no such shape existed. So, we decided to create it 
ourselves.  Cutting-edge technology enabled this super strong and yet light material to be curved in a way that met our expectations. A “slicing technique” allows us to create what 
we call the “bending effect”. It took us countless hours of experimentation and fiddling until we found the perfect arc yielding optimal comfort with efficiency. 

We call this… Kontur Technology



FLOAT LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Close your eyes and immerse yourself into tranquility. The unique ergonomic shape of this floating sunbed ensures unrivaled comfort and ultimate relaxation.

STYLISH
The lounger is shaped with rounded curves, that make it the ultimate way to float.

VARIABLE
Suitable for pool, lake and sea.

COMFORTABLE
Ultimate relaxation through the ergonomic shape and elegant design.

LOUNGER

top front side

dimensions
l x w x h

user
capacity

2,15 x 0,95 x 0,50 m 
7‘-1‘‘ x 3‘-1‘‘ x 1‘-8‘‘

1



HARMONIC
The modern design and fresh colors make it a perfect fit in any water environment. 

ONE-SIZE
Whether small and slim or tall and wide, the Sunseat offers comfort for any body type. 

USEFUL
Drink, book, or smartphone? Enjoy your leisure time. 

SIT BACK AND RELAX
Here´s a chair you have never seen before. Let yourself drift away in this light and comfortable SeatMesh chair. The innovative design will enhance the user experience in lazy rivers. 

sunseat

dimensions
l x w x h

user
capacity

1 x 0,90 x 0,10 m 
3‘-3‘‘ x 2‘-11‘‘ x 4‘‘‘

1

top front side



ONLY YOU
Is there a better place for time with your friends?

EYE CATCHER
All beach guests will envy your private island.

TIMEOUT
Drift away and enjoy the good company. 

BONDING TIME
Looking to spend some quality time with your friends? Take a seat in any of the four comfortable SeatMesh chairs of this ultimate private island.

quadseat

top front side

dimensions
l x w x h

user
capacity

2,30 x 2,30 x 0,10 m 
7‘-7‘‘ x 7‘-7‘‘ x 4‘‘

4



ESCAPE
Enjoy the lightness of water together.

EASY TO HANDLE
Duoseat is light and can be easily carried by two.

INTIMATE
How about a spectacular sunset seen from the water? 
This is romance at its purest.

COUPLES ONLY
Romantic relaxation guaranteed in any water location. Two SeatMesh chairs will provide a new kind of intimacy for couples.

Duoseat

dimensions
l x w x h

user
capacity

2,15 x 1,20 x 0,10 m 
7‘-1‘‘ x 3‘-11‘‘ x 4‘‘

2

top front side



CHAT
The Raft holds up to 3 people. The perfect setting for family time.

OBSERVE
Enjoy the view all around.

RELAX
You brought your child? The integrated mini-pool provides safety and fun for everyone.

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
It’s family time. The Raft is the ultimate platform for a relaxed family experience in the water. The small secured built-in pond offers a safe environment for the little ones. Splashing around has 
never been so much fun.

RAFT

top front side

dimensions
l x w x h

user
capacity

1,85 x 1,85 x 0,10 m 
6‘-1‘‘ x 6‘-1‘‘ x 4‘‘

3



Board
FLOAT AWAY
Make yourself comfortable and let your thoughts drift away. The inspiring shape of this private little island allows for a perfect get away.

dimensions
l x w x h

user
capacity

2,15 x 0,90 x 0,10 m 
7‘-1‘‘ x 2‘-11‘‘ x 4‘‘

2

TOWARDS THE SUN
Air mattress 2.0 - More comfort, more style, more relaxation.

TIME FOR A BREAK
There is no better place for a short break on the water.

A DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW
Leave the world behind and enjoy a new perspective.

top front side



PAD
CHILL LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Let yourself drift away. This comfortable private Island comes in a very compact size and is designed for cozy relaxation.

dimensions
l x w x h

user
capacity

1,15 x 1,15 x 0,10 m 
3‘-9‘‘ x 3‘-9‘‘ x 4‘‘

2

RIDE WITH THE WAVES
The pad gently rocks with the natural movement of the water.

COOL DOWN
Let your legs dangle in the water and unwind.

PARADISE
A unique floating platform.

front sidetop



ULTRA LIGHT
Take it wherever you swim.

GENTLE PADDLE
Why not move a little instead of just lying around? 

WEIGHTLESS
Paddle away and enjoy the view.

PADDLE AROUND
Time for a swim. The Kickboard offers optimal support for a relaxed floating experience in any water environment. Great for all ages.

kickboard

top front side

dimensions
l x w x h

user
capacity

1,15 x 0,70 x 0,10 m 
3‘-9‘‘ x 2‘-4‘‘ x 4‘‘

1



relax

     Are Looft-Products 
UV resistant?

Yes, we use UV-treated PVC material! 
White PVC has been proven to have the 
strongest UV retardation with these kind of 
materials.

     Are Looft-Products  
Chlorine and Salt Water 
resistant?

Yes, the material is chlorine and salt water  
resistant!

      How can I inflate a  
Looft-Product?

To inflate the Looft products you can use 
our Looft-Handpump or our Looft electric 
pump which comes with a special adaptor 
for the valve to inflate to correct working 
pressure.

     How do I clean a  
Looft-Product?

Please clean the products regularly with 
soapy water.

faq



+49 (0) 2871 23820-0
info@looft.com

www.looft.world

mailto:info%40looft.com?subject=
https://www.looft.world/

